Title: Make Corrections to 5 AAC 97.005. AREAS OF JURISDICTION FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEES.

WHEREAS, the Joint Boards of Fisheries and Game (Joint Board) had properly adopted 5 AAC 97.005(3)(A)(viii):
   “in Game Management Unit 5 as defined by 5 AAC 92.450(5), the Yakutat Advisory Committee, Gastineau Channel (Juneau-Douglas) Advisory Committee, and Copper River/Prince William Sound Advisory Committee have concurrent jurisdiction;”

WHEREAS; the Board of Game and Board of Fisheries were recently made aware that this specific subsection of the regulation is not published in the Annotated 1998-99 Edition, “Alaska Fish and Game Laws and Regulations” book (through Register 146);

WHEREAS; this specific subsection of the regulation also does not appear in the January 1999 “Quarterly Supplemental” (as updated through Register 148);

WHEREAS; this specific subsection of the regulation did last appear in the January 1990 “Alaska Fish and Game Laws and Regulations” book (Register 112);

WHEREAS; the Joint Board has not specifically repealed nor amended this specific subsection of this regulation;

WHEREAS; the Joint Board’s intent is to have this specific subsection of the regulation in effect; Now Therefore Be It

RESOLVED; the Joint Board requests the Department of Law to have this specific subsection of the regulation be published by the Publisher in the next available supplemental (intent: as soon as practicable as possible).
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